Liverpool Equine Veterinary Society (LEVS) 2018/2019

Dear Student,

Firstly, congratulations on gaining your place at the University of Liverpool, we hope you enjoy your time here as much as we do!

LEVS is a society run by vet students for vet students and is aimed at providing both those with a keen interest in equine medicine, and those just wanting to learn a bit more about horses, with a platform to build on their current knowledge and discover more about the opportunities available in our fantastic profession. As an entity, LEVS strives to promote involvement across all five years, providing a friendly and inclusive society.

Last year we hosted the annual Student Equine Veterinary Association (SEVA) Congress, which was a huge success. The weekend saw vet students from across the British Isles join together for a busy weekend of learning and socialising with like-minded peers.

Following on from the success of SEVA Congress, this year we are planning:

- ‘LEVS Day’ – involving a variety of seminars and practicals on topics such as Equine Ophthalmology, Equine Dentistry, Donkey Health and much more.
- Hoof balance and locomotion seminar with Alex Ridgway.
- World Horse Welfare talk with Roly Owers.
- A variety of enjoyable, yet educational excursions, including:
  - Countryside Day at Aintree Racecourse.
  - Christmas Polo with Glynn Henderson.

At LEVS, we focus on listening to our members; so have ensured that the 2018/19 extracurricular learning is based on student feedback to ensure we are striving to deliver what you want, when you want.

So whether you’re an established equestrian, or just looking to join a busy and sociable society, LEVS is for you. Membership is free, so why not give us a try!

If you have any questions at all, drop one of us below an email or find our stand at the LUVS Freshers Fair on 19th September 2018. Sign up for the Countryside Day at Aintree will also be at the Freshers Fair, so come and get your name down for LEVS’ first trip.

Once again, congratulations on securing a place at Liverpool, we can’t wait to welcome you all in September!

Love,
Your LEVS Committee

President: Megan Jacques-Ross (Final Year) M.Jacques-Ross@student.liverpool.ac.uk
Chairman: Rowan Wright (4th Year) rj.h.wright@liverpool.ac.uk
Secretary/Clinical Rep: Kate Barnes (4th Year) K.Barnes4@student.liverpool.ac.uk
BEVA Rep: Owen Fletcher (4th Year) hlollet2@liverpool.ac.uk
Treasurer: Max Dartnall (3rd Year) hlmdartn@liverpool.ac.uk
Liverpool Reps: Isabel Murch (2nd Year) I.L.Murch@student.liv.ac.uk
& Annie Hitchen (3rd Year) a.m.hitchen@student.liverpool.ac.uk